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Introduction: 
A. What is it that is most _________ to you? 
 

I. The Story 
  A. As we pick up the story of Joseph, there are two important things we 

  know nothing about. 

  1. We don’t know how much ______ has past. 

  2. We don’t know about the __________ Joseph had to make. 

 B. Joseph was purchased by an Egyptian official named    

  __________, who was the captain of the ________. 

 C. The secret to Joseph’s success was _____ _________ on his life. 

 D. Potiphar quickly noticed Joseph’s abilities, and gave him more 

  and more ____________ and ___________. 

 E. Potiphar’s wife knew what she ________ and brazenly and  

  aggressively went for it, she said, “Come to _____ with me.” 

 F. Joseph, our hero, said “_____!”  He _______. 

 G. Mrs. Potiphar refused to take no for an answer - she set a   

  ______ for Joseph. 

 H. When she grabbed a hold of him, he ran out of the house leaving 

  his ______ in her hands.  

 I. Mrs. Potiphar made ups a story of attempted ______ in order to 

  punish Joseph. 
 

II. The Application 
 A. All of us are __________ by something. 

 B. Temptation has many different faces. 

  1. There are  __________ temptations. 

  2. There are __________ temptations. 

  3. There are __________ temptations. 

 C. Lessons: 

  1. The importance of saying “_____.” 

  2. The importance of avoiding what is __________ to us. 

  3. The importance of _________ when temptation gets a hold of us. 

  4. The importance of being aware of the ____________ of _____. 

 
Answer Key:  Intro. A. tempting.  I.A.1. time.  I.A.2. adjustments.  I.B. Potiphar, guard.  

I.C. God’s, blessing.  I.D. responsibility, authority.  I.E. wanted, bed.  I.F. No, refused.  

I.G. trap.  I.H. cloak.  I.I. rape.  II.A. tempted.  II.B.1. material.  II.B.2. personal.  II.B.3. 

sensual.  II.C.1. No.  II.C.2. tempting.  II.C.3. running.  II.C.4. consequences, sin.   


